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TIGHTENING TORQUES

Figure 13
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TIGHTENING TORQUES

Figure 14
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EQUIPMENT

380002787 380002788 380002789 380002790 380002791 380002792 380002793

380002794 380002795 380002796 380002797 380002798 380002799

. The tools listed below belong to a single axle equipment kit 380140049.

380002787 --- Spanner, Wheel Safety Nut
380002788 --- Seal Ring Sleeve Driver
380002789 --- Seal Ring Sleeve Driver
380002790 --- Seal Ring Sleeve Driver
380002791 --- Seal Ring Sleeve Driver
380002792 --- Seal Ring Sleeve Driver
380002793 --- Seal Ring Sleeve Driver
380002794 --- Thread Ring Spanner, Differential Bearing
380002795 --- Thread Ring Spanner, Differential Bearing
380002796 --- Face Seal Installation Tool
380002797 --- Disc Centering Tool
380002798 --- Disc Centering Tool
380002799 --- Seal Ring Sleeve Driver
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DIAGNOSTICS

Axle
1. Continuous noise
2. Cornering noise
3. Alternating noise
4. Sharp bangs during acceleration or deceleration
5. Oil leak from the axle shafts
6. Oil leak from the hubs

YES
Worn bearings. Replace them.

Gears damaged or worn. Replace them.

Lack of lubrication. Restore oil level.
YES

YES

1 CONTINUOUS NOISE

NO

NO

Incorrect adjustment of the clearances. Adjust again
YES

NO

YES
Worn planet---wheels or crown wheels. Replace.

2 CORNERING NOISE
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YES
Wheel bearings with excessive clearance. Adjust the bearings.

Wheels mounted incorrectly. Disassemble and remount correctly.

Too little clearance in the bevel gear set. Adjust again.
YES

YES

3 ALTERNATING NOISE

NO

NO

Too much clearance in the bevel gear set. Adjust again.
YES

NO

YES
Incorrect gear train adjustment. Adjust again.

Pivot of the anchoring structure has too much
play.

Replace the parts of the articulated joint.

Loose fastening of the anchoring structure to
the chassis.

Tighten the screws to the prescribed tightening
torque.YES

YES

4 SHARP BANGS DURING
ACCELERATION OR DECELERATION

NO

NO
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SI
Internal lip seals worn. The coolant passes onto
the axle.

Replace the seals.
Perform the seal test to identify the defective
hub.

5 OIL LEAK FROM THE AXLE
BREATHER

YES
Front seals worn. The coolant leaks from the
hub.

Replace the seals.

6 OIL LEAK FROM THE HUBS

Brakes
1. Weak braking action
2. Unequal action of the brakes
3. Brakes that remain blocked

YES
Worn brake discs. Overhaul the brakes.

Defective hydraulic system. See Section 10 --- HYDRAULIC SYSTEM.
YES

1 WEAK BRAKING ACTION

NO
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YES
Worn brake discs. Replace.

Defective hydraulic system. See Section 10 --- HYDRAULIC SYSTEM.
YES

2 UNEQUAL ACTION OF THE BRAKES

NO

YES
Broken or ineffective return springs. Overhaul the brakes.

Defective hydraulic system. See Section 10 --- HYDRAULIC SYSTEM.
YES

3 BRAKES THAT REMAIN BLOCKED

NO
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MAINTENANCE

Axle oil level check
Proceed as follows:

The level check can be carried out on the
hubs or on the differential .
If the level has to be restored, this is to be
carried out on the differential.

Figure 15

276NM020T

D take the reference on a hub to horizontal position
(see arrow);

D clean the cap area and open the level cap (1). Lubri-
cant should drip out of the hole;

D close the filler cap.

or

Figure 16

292ANM004L

D clean the area of the cap, then open the cap (1): the
lubricant must leak from the hole;

D if necessary, restore the level until it overflows from
the same cap;

D close the cap;
D check that the breather is perfectly clean and ope-
rational.

Check transmission oil level
Proceed as follows:

Figure 17

314A061W009R

D clean the plug area, then open the level plug (1):
lubricant should flow out from the hole;

D if necessary top up the level until there is an outflow
from the plug;

D close the plug.
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Oil replacement

The collection and disposal of lubricant oils
and waste fluids is to be carried out in com-
pliance with the standards in force.

To drain, proceed as follows:

Figure 18

276NM019T

D hubs: bring the hub location point to horizontal posi-
tion (see arrow);

D prepare a container of appropriate capacity, clean
the plug area then remove the level plug (1) and the
drainage plug (2) draining off the lubricant com-
pletely.

D clean the plugs, check that the thread is in good
condition, replace the seal ring and close the drain-
age plug;

D repeat the procedure for the other hub;

Figure 19

292ANM006L

D axle: prepare a container of appropriate capacity,
clean the plug area then remove the filler plug (1);

D remove the drainage plug (2) draining off the lubric-
ant completely;

Figure 20

314A061W007R

D transmission: prepare a container of appropriate
capacity, clean the areas of the plugs then remove
the filler plug (1);

D remove the drainage plug (2) and drain off the
lubricant completely;

D clean the plugs, check that the thread is in good
condition, replace the seal ring and close the drain-
age plug;
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To fill, proceed as follows:

Figure 21

276NM019T

D fill with the specified lubricant until it outflows from
the hub level plug hole (1);

D replace the seal ring and close the plug;
D repeat the procedure for the other hub;

Figure 22

292ANM006L

D fill with specified lubricant until it outflows from the
axle filler plug hole (1);

The filling is to take place slowly. The oper-
ation terminates when the level at the hole
does not lower for several minutes.

D replace the seal ring and close the plug;

Figure 23

314A061W009R

D fill with the specified lubricant until it outflows from
the transmission filler plug hole (1);

The filling is to take place slowly. The oper-
ation terminates when the level at the hole
does not lower for several minutes.

D replace the seal ring and close the plug;
D make a test run, then check the level again;
D if necessary top up with the specified lubricant until
it outflows from the hole, make another test run and
check the level again.
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REMOVAL---REFIT

Before starting any operation, make sure
that all the precautions have been taken and
all aspects regarding safetyof thepersonnel
involved on the job have been made quite
clear .
Read the relevant instructions contained in
SECTION 1 of this handbook.
If in doubt ask someone who is more expert.
Comply to all the general recommendations
for correct execution of maintenance work.

Removal
Proceed as follows:
D Bring the vehicle on a suitable flat, solid surface,
switch off the engine, remove the key from the igni-
tion switch, engage the parking brake and affix the
warning notices;

D deactivate the battery isolator or disconnect the bat-
tery terminals to prevent any risk of a short circuit;

D block articulation bymeans of the steering lock bar,
proceeding as indicated in SECTION 1;

D raise the vehicle to detach the wheels from the
ground, placed the two supporting stands under
the front chassis without acting on the axle;

D place an appropriate supporting hydraulic device
under the axle (1) that permits lowering at the
moment of separation, so that at this stage the axle
remains in roughly horizontal position;

D place an appropriate supporting hydraulic device
under the fork (2) for support ;

D remove both wheels operating as indicated in SEC-
TION 9,

D disconnect the axle bleeder tubes (not shown);

Before removing the hydraulic tubes, pre-
pare appropriate plugs to close the free
ends.

D disconnect the hydraulic tubes :
--- service braking system (20);
--- brakes cooling input/output system (21);

. During these operations hydraulic fluid may
flow out.

D remove the transmission shaft on input side (18) as
indicated in SECTION 7;

D remove the lower fastening bolts (3) from both sides
and disconnect the limit switch cables;

D remove the lower bolts(4) that fasten the cylinder
lower rubber bush from both sides;

D remove the bolts (5) that fasten the Panhard bar to
the axle;

. For the moment, fasten the bar to the chas-
sis.

D remove the bolts (6) that fasten the fork to the axle;
D cautiously lower the axle and withdraw from the
vehicle.
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